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WHY FOREST SIXTH FORM?  

Thank you for your interest in Forest Sixth Form. 

We are very proud of our students and their 

achievements  

 

The Forest Sixth Form is a hybrid between 

school and college.  

Within your academic pursuits, you 

will be increasingly trained to work                  

independently but, through the pastoral      

support from our tutoring system, you will have 

teachers to support you through the            

challenging transition from GCSE to A level. 

We have an established supportive               

programme of activities developed to guide   

all students towards higher education,          

apprenticeship or the world of work.  

 

A dedicated Sixth Form Centre  

Enables sixth for students the best environment 

in which to work, to maximise your full             

potential; this exclusive feel is further             

complemented by the Cafe being accessible 

to Forest Sixth Form students and staff only. 

A trained team of sixth tutors..  

..will support academically and they will       

provide outstanding advice on personal    

statements for UCAS or CV writing for            

apprenticeships and jobs.  

Alongside a commitment to focusing on       

academic study, students are expected to  

become involved in the life of the wider school 

community.                                                         

The Student Leadership Team is elected every 

year, consisting of a Head Boy and Head Girl 

and a team of Deputies and House Prefects. 

They are ambassadors for the school             

 

NOTES: Forest 6 reserves the right to cancel, suspend or modify in anyway, the matters contained in its 
prospectus. Courses will run subject to applicant numbers. 



 
RECENT OFSTED INSPECTION INDICATED 16-19 GOOD 

undertake project to help the school and    

wider community. 

We encourage students to participate in a 

wide range of extra–curricular activities,  

whether sporting, artistic, charitable or           

academic.  

 

What we expect 

Learning at this level is a dialogue, not a     

monologue. You should not necessarily expect 

the teacher to have all the answers; you should 

be entering lessons with your own research 

and opinions, and should contribute actively  

to the learning of yourself and your peers. 

You should be happy to: 

 Broaden your horizons, and stretch to reach         

goals you may not have dreamt of yet. 

 Not sit back and wait for opportunities to 

come to you. 

 Work with younger pupils, mentoring in your   

specialist subject areas. 

 Volunteer within the community, and gain  

valuable life and work skills. 

 Work with subject teachers who want the 

very best for you. 

 Expect challenging work and an enjoyable 

learning experience. 

 

We especially value initiative; we want you to 

tell us what you want to do and how you are 

going to do it. We expect you to realise that 

you exist in a competitive world, and because 

of this you will be absolutely determined to do 

your best in everything you do. 

We are passionate about a holistic                

educational experience that broadens your 

horizons and makes the improbable possible. 

The harder you work to achieve something, the 

more likely you are to achieve. There is no such 

word as ‗can‘t‘ – you just haven‘t figured out 

the solution yet. Whilst results matter, so do the 

other transferable skills that we will give you to 

take on your journey. 

Come along and see us.  

We look forward to meeting with you to discuss 

your future. 

 

You can find a wealth of information regarding 

each course we offer within the following      

prospectus. 

 

Forest 6 Open Evening is  

Thursday, 15th November from 5:30pm-8:30pm,  

Please book your visit via 

www.forest.wokingham.sch.uk  

  

You will complete and A level over two years, and will experience 

workshops and explore and develop skills in drawing, painting       

printing, ceramics, sculpture, photography and textiles to create a  

visual understanding and communication your thoughts and      

ideas. The Art department staff are specialists in these areas and    

are thoroughly passionate about the subject. 

 

Learn to conduct research, contribute to discussions and             

experiment with a range of materials, before selecting your        

preferred medias, refining you practices and developing new and 

interesting personal ways of working. 

 

Our art and photography students work together and support 

each other; they hold regular group critiques to build confidence 

and refine both verbal and refined practice. This A level is for you if 

you are creative, work hard, keep to deadlines are committed to 

the subject. 

 

Students regularly go on trips and gallery visits to the Saatchi     

Gallery, Tate Modern, National Gallery, National Portrait Gallery, 

Kew Gardens and others, with opportunities for residential trips to             

galleries abroad e.g. Paris or Berlin. We invite business to hire             

students‘ work to display  in their premises. During exhibitions,            

students may sell their work, making an interesting and successful    

introduction to the art world. 

 

 

 

 

 

Creative thinking is highly valued by 

employers, and the course provides 

many transferable and respected 

skills. A large percentage of students 

go on to study art related degrees  

at university or find apprenticeships 

in many sectors. Positions include      

architect (with maths), graphic     

designer, illustrator, special effects 

make-up artist, car designer (physics 

and art) stage designer, lecturer, 

textile designer, marketing,             

animator, fashion designer, jewellery 

designer and teacher.  

Art & Design  

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

60% coursework, 

40% exams.  

The exam is also 

coursework based, 

and is an            

externally set     

assignment, with 

the starting point 

set by AQA in         

February of the  

second year. 

 A LEVEL 

 AQA 
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Biology  

Assessment  

100% exams. 

Includes a           

practical          

component (Pass 

or Fail) to      

demonstrate a   

level of      

competency for 

science skills 

 

 A LEVEL 

 OCR 

This is the fourth year of this course and is made up of 6 teaching 

modules and 4 assessed components: 

Module 1 – Development of practical skills in biology 

Module 2 – Foundations in biology 

Module 3 – Exchange and transport 

Module 4 – Biodiversity, evolution and disease 

Module 5 – Communication, homeostasis and energy 

Module 6 – Genetics, evolution and ecosystems 

 

As well as activities for those wishing to take up a medical or    

scientific career recent talks and visits have covered work on the  

electron microscopy and DNA fingerprinting at Reading           

University and genetics of crop production at Syngenta. Also, 

there have been visits to Marwell or London Zoo, Kew Gardens 

and Biology conferences in London. The course also includes a 

day field trip to Kimmeridge. 

We will also help you to develop skills that will benefit you     

whether in academia or the workplace. It is no surprise that of 

the Head Boys for the last 7 years, six have studied A level        

biology. 

 

 

 

 

A level biology provides entry to many career pathways.         

Students have studied general biology, genetics, botany,        

biochemistry, microbiology and zoology at University. Also       

careers that lead to medicine, veterinary science, marine         

biology, forestry, forensic science, scientific research and         

horticulture. 

 

We pride ourselves on the 

large number of students 

that have gone onto      

medical careers. 
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WHERE TO NEXT?  

You will gain an understanding of the main issues involved in      

setting up, running, managing and growing businesses. You will  

develop the knowledge and skills needed to analyse data, think 

about critically assessing relevant issues and make informed        

decision—all relevant for further study and employment. You are 

encouraged to draw on your own work experiences/jobs to help 

you to understand the theory being covered in the classroom. 

 

We have strong links with local industry, and speakers from local 

business engage with student in a variety of ways. There are       

opportunities to gain relevant work experience and learn business 

skills such as staring up and running a business. 

 

 

 

 

 

Creative thinking is highly valued by employers, and the course 

provides many transferable and respected skills. 

As well as entrepreneurship, the subject provides opportunities to 

develop a range of important and transferable skills such as     

conducting research, problem solving, data skill management 

and planning. Career opportunities include marketing and sales, 

human resource management, finance and accountancy, retail 

management, general management, plus self employment.  

Business 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

100% exams. 

 A LEVEL 

 AQA 
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Business BTEC 

Assessment  

60% coursework,       

including one  

controlled          

assessment on 

marketing and a 

40% examination 

based on personal 

and business      

finance. At the 

end of the first 

year it is possible to 

gain an                

AS equivalent 

qualification,    

however most   

students would 

continue the full 

two years and 

gain a full A level.  

 

 Vocational Level 3 

 Pearson (Edexcel) 

There are four units in total. In the first year we explore the world 

of business through a piece of coursework and then a controlled 

assessment is undertaken on a case study set by the exam 

board. In the second year the work placement is written up and 

reflected upon as a piece of coursework and then an              

examinations is sat on personal and business finance where a 

good command of mathematics is required to be successful. 

 

The course gives you the opportunity to learn about businesses 

and how they operate in the real work. The Level 3 BTEC in    

business is equivalent an A level and is highly valued by           

universities and employers alike. BTECs are work-related         

qualifications, and students are required to undertake a week‘s 

work experience in a business, that then forms the basis of one of 

the units. Whilst the school will organise this placement, students 

are encouraged to arrange their own placement in a business 

that matches their career aspirations; the school will also support 

this. 

 

Students will utilise ICT skills and undertake independent work 

and research. The course is particularly well suited to those    

studying in preparation for employment in the business section, 

those interested in job roles where they will be expected to use 

commination and IT skills, and /or may be required to liaise with 

customers and carry our customer-facing roles. 

 

Throughout this vocational business course, students will have 

constant references to the world of work and specific business 

such a BMW, Thorpe Park, The Forest School and the business 

they undertake their work placement at. 

 

 

 

 

 

A range of business-related careers are associated with this  

qualification including business management, human resources 

management, marketing apprenticeships. A number of students 

have progressed onto university as well. Former students have 

gone on to gain employment in retail and marketing with       

well-known businesses, or progressed to university to study       

business and/or IT related degree courses. A number have also 

joined apprenticeship schemes.  

  

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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A level chemistry is both a ‘hands on‘ and intellectually             

challenging subject which will equip you with the skills to be able 

to work practically as a Chemist and build upon and develop your 

knowledge in this exciting area of science. You will be supported 

in the development of many transferrable skills including: analysis 

of data, problem solving, chemical calculations, experimental   

techniques, use of Quickfit © apparatus, and how to formally keep 

a lab notebook. 

 

The course covers key concepts in organic, in organic and       

physical chemistry with practical work embedded throughout. 

Topics in Year 1 include: atomic structure, the periodic table,       

titrations, enthalpy changes, organic synthesis and analysis. In Year 

2, you will apply your knowledge to new topics including: entropy, 

transition elements, aromatic compounds, nitrogen compounds, 

electrode potentials and spectroscopy. 

 

Students have participated in the Cambridge Chemistry           

Challenge which is designed to take students beyond the A level 

syllabus and think about science in the way they would at           

university.  

 

 

 

 

Chemistry is a valued ‗facilitating subject‘ which opens up 

a wide range of degree courses and career paths.        

Degree courses include: medicine, veterinary science, 

dentistry, optometry, pharmacy, chemical engineering, 

sports science, biomedical science, materials science,   

forensic science, biochemistry, psychology, biology and 

physics. A good grade in A level chemistry indicates that 

you have a wide variety of skills and are able to             

comprehend and use high level ideas, principles and     

language, and that you can be trained for any situation. 

The course is therefore a good foundation for other        

careers including banking, accountancy and economics.  

 

Chemistry  

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

100% exams, plus a 

non-examination 

assessment—

‘Practical            

endorsement for 

chemistry‘ - where 

students complete 

a minimum of 12 

practical activities 

to develop and 

demonstrate     

practical skills in 

chemistry.  

 A LEVEL 

    OCR 
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Computing  

Assessment  

80% exams, 

20% programming 

project 

 

 

Note*: You need 

to have a keen 

interest in         

computing, in   

particular         

computer          

programming,   

program logic and 

algorithms. If you 

have not         

completed a 

GCSE in           

computing you will 

need to prove that 

you have           

programmed     

before and be 

able to explain 

simple                

programming    

syntax such as   

sequence,          

selection and        

iteration.  

 

 A LEVEL 

    OCR 

Computing A level aims to give you the ability to apply concepts 

of computer science in a number of ways, including abstraction, 

decomposition, logic, algorithms and data representation. You 

will learn how to analyse problems and break them down, and 

then translate the problem into a computer program; you will 

learn how to think creatively, innovatively, analytically, logically 

and critically, as well as gaining and understanding of moral,  

social, ethical, legal and cultural aspects of computing and the 

risks involved. The A level has a practical programming project 

which forms 20% of the overall assessment is designed to allow 

students to explore their core programming skills and expertise 

and apply them to a project of their own choice and design. 
 

Sited with the UKs own ‗Silicon Valley‘, we are surrounded by 

computing/IT companies and you will have opportunities to 

learn from their real-life experiences We encourage student to 

take part in programming competitions, and our organised visits 

will show how computer programs are used in every-day life,  

e.g. how ride are programmed in a theme park. 

 

 

 

 

A level computing lead on to many opportunities for university 

study, apprenticeships or employment, in computing or ICT roles 

such as software developer for project manager.                            

The problem-solving and computational thinking skills will assist 

you in all career paths.  

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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Two linked subjects are joined to create an excellent and        

challenging academic course which is also both practical and 

creative. Students will learn to analyse, interpret and create        

imaginative, stylish and effective theatre, whilst increasingly        

becoming a competent theatre practitioner. 

 

Drama explores the practical side of performance and you will 

learn to develop your own performance skills, growing in           

confidence and improving your own communication skills. Theatre 

studies allows you to investigate the theoretical side of               

performance  and theatre, which will greatly enhance your reach 

and analytical abilities. You will enjoy many opportunities to      

perform and improve your skills in creative thinking, critical        

evaluation, literacy, negotiation, planning, presentation, research 

and teamwork. Students often run lower school technical and   

drama clubs, and direct part of school productions. We make   

regular theatre trips and enjoy workshops with a range of industry 

professionals 

 

 

 

 

Drama and theatre studies is useful for students considering higher 

education in any arts of humanities subject including;                  

English language and literature, journalism, 

dance, music, art and design and media 

studies. 

 

Career opportunities for students who study   

A level drama and theatre studies include: 

arts/theatre administration, arts journalism,  

director, actor, designer, playwright, stage 

management, theatre management,          

theatrical agent, technician, broadcasting, 

media presenting, education, drama,         

therapy and scriptwriting. Business skills           

developed in drama and theatre are:      

presentation skills, voice and communication 

skills both oral and written, groups works     

skills, problem solving and creative thinking. 

 

Drama and Theatre Studies  

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

Practical and   

written coursework 

60%, exams 40%. 

The A level         

includes the study 

of three             

components: 

Theatre workshop 

20%, text in action  

40% and text in 

performance 40% 

 A LEVEL 

  EDUQAS 
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Economics 

Assessment  

100% exams. 

 

 A LEVEL 

    AQA 

Economics is a very popular course. It gives students the          

opportunity to develop an interest and enthusiasm for            

economics and its contribution to the wider political and social 

environment. You will study microeconomics and                    

macroeconomics, both of which will help you to develop an   

understanding of current economic issues, problems and the 

main economic institutions that affect everyday life. 
 

Students who choose to study economics will develop an        

enquiring, analytical and evaluative mind. Much of the reading 

is based around economic theory and contextual events, which 

help students to understand the role of the economy in business 

decision making. 
 

Microeconomics develops the theory of rational decision      

making by consumers and assesses the conduct and behaviour 

of firms. Macroeconomics considers the larger picture analysing 

issues as diverse as international trade and the consequences of 

inflation controlling methods. 

 

 

 

 

The career paths for students who choose economics are very 

diverse. They range from careers as an economist to specific  

careers in banking, management, finance and accountancy. 

Former students chose to study economics, economics with 

management, business economics or related degrees, at a 

range of universities, such as Sheffield, Southampton, Reading, 

Bath and the London School of Economics.  

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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This is a vibrant, modern subject that brings together the analysis   

of speech, writing and human behaviour. It will give you a deeper 

understanding of how meaning is expressed, and enable you to 

become a critical reader and listener with a highly technical      

understanding of language. 

 

You will find out how and why language constantly changes, and 

explore conflicting attitudes towards language. You will study 

grammar, syntax, and many other linguistic features, and become 

skilled in analysing a wide variety of language forms - from the  

pre-verbal utterances of babies to the historic speeches of       

General Patton or Queen Elizabeth I. 

Studying representation reveals the way language can influence 

us to share others‘ values and prejudices. You will use these     

techniques in your own writing and analyse them in published 

texts. 

 

You will use linguistic methods to  explore and make discoveries in 

a language topic of your own choosing. Projects have included: 

the authenticity of Caribbean accents in Rastamouse; language 

advice for time-travellers; the changing accents of new recruits   

to Sandhurst Military College; the improvement of Jackie Chan’s  

English since 1980, and many more wonderful investigations. 

 

 

 

 

This subject is highly relevant for positions in: screenwriting,         

copywriting, publishing, journalism, editing, marketing or law.     

Degree courses such as such as history or politics value the   

A level, as would any employer who requires you to speak 

and write skilfully or evaluate the writing of others. Most of  

our students go on to degrees - many study linguistics or          

journalism, often combined with a personal interest such      

as music/ sports journalism, and others have taken language 

degrees such as Chinese.    

English Language 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

80% exams, 

20% coursework. 

 A LEVEL 

    AQA 
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English Literature 

Assessment  

80% exams, 

20% coursework. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Literature has 

broadened my  

vocabulary and 

has given me     

wiring skills that are 

relevant outside of 

just literature. 

Compared to   

other people my 

age, when I apply 

for jobs I know I’ll 

be really well 

equipped.” DS. 

 A LEVEL 

   Edexcel 

Studying English Literature involves reading poetry, plays and 

novels from a wide range of places, people and times; exploring 

the ideas, concepts, skills and emotions that are significant in the 

creation of texts. You will develop a personal understanding and 

response to texts; thinking analytically and using evidence      

creatively is also vital. You will spend time developing your own 

thoughts about the texts studied and will discuss your views with 

others in order to justify your interpretations. Close focus on      

accurate, precise written communication and the discussion of 

varied ideas and interpretations of texts means students develop 

excellent interpersonal and communication skills that are highly 

valued in business and industry.  

The course provides opportunities for theatre trips/ poetry         

performances and student conferences. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Study of English Literature leads to a wide range of potential   

career paths, particularly in fields which require strong            

communication and written English skills. While no one industry 

takes precedence, popular career choices for Literature                

  students include journalism,   

  publishing, legal practice,              

  copywriting, marketing and  

  teaching. English is a non- 

  vocational subject which        

  provides an excellent range of  

  transferable skills for future       

  employment.  

 

  Over recent years many former     

  students have gone on to higher  

  education including History at  

  Oxford, English at                   

  Loughborough, 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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Film is one of the most significant cultural innovations of the 20th 

Century. Our aim is to develop passionate filmmakers and          

perceptive film analysts, by exploring a rich variety of cinema, 

comparing cinematic styles from different eras and countries. Film 

students study a diverse range of stimulating topics, including:    

Hollywood past and present, independent cinema, European and 

UK cinema, documentary and short films. You will also study key 

film movements, such as modernism, the Avant Garde or           

post-modernist cinema. Our course is designed to use analytical 

study of filmmakers and how films are constructed to develop  

your own filmmaking. In this way, your studies will balance         

practical production skills, theoretical understanding and written 

analysis. This creative and challenging subject promises to be 

deeply rewarding for enthusiastic, inquisitive film students. 

 

 

 

 

This is your ideal subject if you aim to pursue a career in one of the 

creative industries, whilst also offering you with a broad variety of 

alternative career options. On the course you will develop a      

diverse range of transferable skills, as well as a portfolio of          

practical production work, which can strengthen applications for 

further education, apprenticeships and employment. This prepares 

you for many potential careers that require critical thinking,     

teamwork, research skills, analytical skills and practical production 

skills such as editing and cinematography. 

 

Many former students have gone on to study film, media or TV/film 

production degrees at universities such as York, Sussex,           

Bournemouth, Gloucester, Royal Holloway and Reading.  

 

 

Film Studies 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

70% exam, 

30% coursework. 

 

 

 

 

 

Eddy Pugsley,“This 

department at The 

Forest School has 

been imperative 

to my film           

education. The  

department did 

not simply instruct 

me on what I 

should say about a 

film but instead 

equipped me with 

the skill and        

understanding to 

approach films 

critically. The      

department did 

not hold my hand 

through the course 

but rather acted 

as a safety cushion 

if I needed help.” 

 A LEVEL 

  EDUQAS 
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Geography 

Assessment  

Three exams and 

coursework. 

Paper 1and 2 are 

120 minutes and 

30% each. 

Paper 3 is 105 

minutes and 20% 

Coursework  is 20%. 

 A LEVEL 

  Edexcel 

The skills learnt in Geography are applicable to time and       

budget-critical projects at all levels, and are an essential part of          

decision-making processes which take place all over the world. 

 

International project development, NGO and related lobbying 

activities, as well as more local planning and organising, are all 

linked directly to the work we cover. The Edexcel course is 

broad, with equal components of physical and human             

geography. You will look at tectonic processes and hazards 

along with coastal landscapes and change in physical             

geography. Globalisation and regenerating places will be    

completed in human geography. 

 

In addition to those year 12 topics, year 13, includes the water 

cycle and water insecurity and the carbon cycle and energy 

security, superpowers and global development and                

connections. 

There will be a minimum of four days of fieldwork which will be 

carried out in a residential setting, costing approximately £350.  

 

The course is demanding and requires you to both read around 

the subject and complete a significant amount of individual   

research.  

Recent students have worked with practitioners in 

discussing sustainable strategies for flood management, and  

assisted the lower school. 

 

 

 

 

 

Geographers are highly adaptable 

and their skills are in demand in a     

variety of careers. Former students 

have one on to university to study    

geological  hazards, human             

geography , town planning and   

management environmental        

science and management,               

geography and politics and          

geophysics. 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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History 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

80% exams. 

20% coursework.  

 A LEVEL 

 Edexcel 

 

The A level offers a broad range of topics; the first year focuses on 

Germany 1918-89 and Italy 1911-46, with the second year looking 

at The British Experience of Warfare 1790-1918. Here the               

Napoleonic wars, Crimean War, Boer War and World War I are all 

examined, focusing on the changing nature of warfare, how wars 

were fought and the impact they have. The coursework element 

can investigate any topic, but the taught unit will focus on the 

controversy surrounding the causes of World War I and was      

Germany to blame. The course offers a wide range of topics but 

with each examined unit focusing on social, political and         

economic change and development over the given period.  

You will develop your analytical skills, source analysis and           

evaluation, and your ability to construct a clear argument -       

abilities of value to many employers. 

 

 

 

 

An A level in History can lead to a variety of 

different careers, from business and events 

management to working in the financial      

sector, law, journalism or politics. A number of 

students have gone on to study History at     

university, including York, Nottingham and    

Oxford.  One former student achieved a First 

Class honours degree from Oxford and went 

on to complete his Masters.  
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IT Cambridge Technicals 

Assessment  

50% exams,  

50% coursework. 
 

 Vocational Level  3 

    OCR 

The Cambridge TEC in IT is an industry relevant qualification 

geared to the requirements of the workplace and its use of ICT. 

The course requires the students to complete 5 units of work over  

2 years: 

 Unit 1 – Fundamentals of IT (examined at the end of year 1) 

 Unit 2 – Global Information (examined at the end of year 1) 

 Unit 3 – Cyber Security (examined at the end of year 2) 

 Unit 8 – Project Management (coursework based, internally 

marked and externally moderated) 

 Unit 17 – The internet of everything (coursework based, in-

ternally marked and externally moderated) 

 

Students will have to keep a high standard of work throughout to 

achieve the highest levels. There are 4 possible grades:            

Distinction*, Distinction, Merit and Pass. 

 

 

 

 

The course is useful for any IT or Computing based career such 

as systems analyst, systems design, web designer, and database 

manager. Former students have gone on to IT/computing based 

courses, including computer game design at Portsmouth          

University, or IT apprenticeships at major companies like            

Microsoft, Fujitsu-Siemens and National Grid. 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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Either A level helps students develop confident, effective         

communication skills in the target language, as well as a thorough 

understanding of the culture of countries and communities where 

the target language is spoken.  

Either subject will develop your interest in and enthusiasm for      

language learning, and will encourage you to consider your study 

of language in a broader context. The course requires you to     

develop your ability to write and speak the target language with 

accurate grammar and syntax for a range of purposes, and to  

understand written or spoken target language in a variety of     

contexts and genres. The Year 12 French Exchange costs          

£100-£200, and is linked to a work experience placement - an    

invaluable experience for language students.   

 

Students can also attend a revision day which includes workshops 

and presentations covering A level topics. This gives students an 

opportunity to meet and work with students from other schools. 

There are also French/Spanish plays and films in local theatres and 

cinemas which students can attend 

 

 

 

 

As the economy becomes more globalised, employers and       

universities will value your knowledge of a language very highly, 

and having a second or third language can add a new dimension 

to your application. Languages area a gateway subject for a     

career in:  business, teaching, translating, interpreting and         

journalism, travel and tourism politics, law and many others.       

Several Year 12 students have used their advanced skills whilst on 

expedition abroad, helping with local community projects.  

 

 

 

 

 

Languages 
French or Spanish 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

100% exams. 

 A LEVEL 

   AQA 
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Law 

Assessment  

100% exam; three 

exams each worth 

33.3% 

 A LEVEL 

    OCR 

The OCR course offers a comprehensive overview of a range of 

aspects of English law; Paper one covers the Legal System (how 

it works and the roles of different people in it) and Criminal Law 

(fatal offences, non-fatal offences, property offences and       

defences), Paper 2 looks at Law Making (parliamentary          

processes including passing new laws and reforming old ones) 

and The Law of Tort (liability and negligence) and finally Paper 

three is based on The Nature of Law (theories and concepts 

such as law and morality) and The Law of Contract (how they 

are formed and what happens if they are broken).  

 

Law will improve your writing and verbal communication skills as 

well as develop your analytical and critical thinking skills; all in 

demand with universities and employers. 

 

If you take Law you will be asked to report back on visits to 

Reading Crown Court and Reading Magistrates‘ Court, where 

you will witness lawyers in action. You will meet Magistrates who 

will tell you all about their work dealing with 90% of the criminal 

cases in England. As well as this there will be an opportunity to 

participate in question and answer sessions. 

 

 

 

Studying law will help you to become a solicitor, barrister, legal 

executive, police officer or criminologist. However, knowledge 

and application of the law extends to many further roles within 

the wider world of business, charity work and the media. 

 

Former students have studied law at Southampton and Reading 

universities, business at the University of Westminster, history at 

Exeter, computer science at Nottingham and another has 

worked for a legal firm with day release for CILEx exams leading 

to a qualification as a Legal Executive and Solicitor. Former      

  students have gained    

  work experience in loca 

  law firms which has led to  

  job offers in several cases.      

  Previous law students have  

  helped to train Year 8 and  

  9 students taking part in  

  The Magistrates‘ Mock Trial  

  competition. 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

"Even if you are not 

considering law as a 

career path it gives 

a wonderful insight 

as to how the legal 

system works as well 

as what rights you 

are entitled to"  

"The course is        

dynamic and inter-

esting, especially 

useful as a founda-

tion for transitioning 

into law as a career 

path" 

"No matter what ca-

reer path you 

choose, their will al-

ways be a legal as-

pect to it and this 

course will give you 

an edge as you will 

be able to spot mis-

takes in the law and 

maybe even some 

loopholes"  

"The case studies are 

always intriguing and 

keep the sessions 

lively" "Never had a 

boring lesson" 

La
w
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The Advanced Level Mathematics course is a two year course 

based around extending your knowledge of GCSE maths into 3 

further areas of mathematics: 

Pure Mathematics 

Mechanics 

Statistics 

 

Two thirds of the course is based around pure mathematics with 

the other third being made up of the applied modules mechanics 

and statistics. 

 

There are three equally weighted two hour long examinations   

taken at the end of the two year course in June of year 13. All 

three papers include a mix of question styles from short single mark 

questions to multi step problems. Paper 1 tests just the pure      

mathematics part of the course. Paper 2 tests pure mathematics 

and mechanics and paper 3 tests pure mathematics and statistics. 

 

Studying A level Mathematics will give you an understanding of 

the principles of mathematics that you will need for further study of 

mathematical related disciplines at University. There is an option to 

study further areas of mathematics this leads to a second A level 

in Further Mathematics. This option should be considered by all 

those students expecting to take mathematics as a subject          

at degree level. 

 

 

 

 

Mathematics and Further Mathematics A levels are    

useful for those considering degrees in subjects with a 

high mathematical content including business studies, 

economics, the sciences, applied sciences and            

engineering. Former students who achieved top scores 

are studying Natural Sciences at Cambridge,              

Neuroscience at UCL, Maths at Surrey University, and 

History at Nottingham. 

Mathematics and Further          
Mathematics 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

100% exams. 

 

2018 results:      

Mathematics 67% 

A*- C,                    

100% pass rate 

Further Mathematics 

67% A*- C,            

100% pass rate 

2017 results:        

Mathematics 72% 

A*- C,                  

100% pass rate 

Further Mathematics 

90% A*- C,          

100% pass rate 

 A LEVEL 

    AQA 
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Music 

Assessment  

40% exams, 

60% coursework. 

 

 A LEVEL 

    AQA 

 

Music at A level allows you to develop practical and theoretical  

skill as well as knowledge and understanding, all within a vibrant 

and diverse course. It is your department and you are strongly 

encouraged to participate fully and contribute to the future     

development of music at The Forest. There are many                 

opportunities to develop as a musician through regular           

performances, workshops and musical visits, and the                 

department is supported by a team of visiting instrumental staff 

who are able to advise and prepare you for recitals. To develop 

the required skill and techniques at A level, you will undertake 

regular performances during lessons and converts; you will also 

compose pieces of music, and develop a deeper understanding 

and use of music generally. Students will have access to an     

external composer throughout the course. 

 

 

 

 

Careers in music include musician, teacher, music therapist.    

Musical director, sound engineer and son … the list is extensive. 

Even if you do not want a musical related careers, the skills learnt 

on the course are highly desired by universities and employers. 

Former students have gone to Leeds College of Music and City 

University.  

WHERE TO NEXT?  

M
u

sic
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Photography 
Lens and light-base media 

On this course, you will explore technical skills in all of the           

lens-based media in traditional and modern photography, to     

create a visual understanding and communicate your thoughts 

and ideas. This will include studio lighting, darkroom printing,       

animation, file moving image and Photoshop manipulation. You 

will complete an A level over two years, selecting themes to       

investigate and research such as isolation, self identity, impasto 

etc. 

 

During the A level , you will be guided through the written           

elements of your research question, learning to interpret            

photographers‘ work as you investigate key periods and themes. 

You will explore materials, selecting your preferred media and    

refining your practice, while developing your own style and ways  

of working. Students visit Tate Modern, The Photographers‘ Gallery, 

National Portrait Gallery and Kew Gardens, with a residential trip 

abroad also planned. 

 

 

 

 

Former students on this course have on to study at Camberwell 

College of Art and Design to study animation, foundation courses 

at Chelsea College of Art and Design and University of the Arts, 

London. 

 

Students who study photography develop a visual language 

which helps to develop their      

articulation across a wide range 

of subjects, and career               

opportunities are vast and include 

fashion photographer, photo-

journalist, fashion designer, sports             

photographer, animator, concept 

artist, film director and motion            

illustrator. Students often go on to 

study photography –related      

degrees, e.g. film and animation 

at university, or take                    

apprenticeships within industry. 

 

  

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

60% coursework,  

40% exams 

The exam is also 

coursework based, 

set externally by 

the exam board, 

AQA, is an           

extended project 

starting on         

February 1st. 

 A LEVEL 

   AQA 
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Physical Education 

Assessment  

70% exams, 

30% non-examined 

component 

 

 A LEVEL 

    OCR 

In Physical Education we attempt to develop our students‘      

understanding of the global concept of sport. We look at sport 

from different angles: how your body works, how you learn skills, 

what motivates people to participate, and how sport affects 

and reflects society. Your physical abilities will be tested and will 

form part of your result. Other skills will also be developed in 

terms of your communication, leadership and analytical          

capabilities. We visit Bath University to look at physiological    

testing and develop an understanding of human physiology      

in action. 

 

 

 

 

A career in sport such as coaching, sports science, analysis and 

teaching. Former students have gone on to university to study 

sports science, physiotherapy and sports therapy. 

 

 

 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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“Studying Physics at school is excellent preparation for a range of 

challenging and rewarding degree courses,” said Wendy Platt, 

Director General of The Russell Group.  

 

Physics will provide you with genuine challenge, and foster your 

interest in and enthusiasm for the subject with a view to continuing 

on to further study, a related career or both. You will gain a    

greater appreciation of Physics -from sub-atomic particles to the 

entire universe- through developing your knowledge and            

understanding, and recognising the links between different areas 

of the subject. 

 

In year 12 there are four modules: 

Module 1 – Development of practical skills in Physics 

Module 2 – Foundations of Physics 

Module 3 – Forces and motion 

Module 4 – Electrons, waves and photons 

 

With an additional two modules In year 13: 

Module 5 – Newtonian World and Astrophysics 

Module 6 – Particle and Medical Physics 
 

 

 

 

 

Physics is one of the major facilitator subjects, and frequently cited 

as essential for entry onto both STEM and non-STEM courses at   

Russell Group Universities; as such, it is an essential step in training 

for most science and engineering disciplines. It engenders skills 

that open up an unrivalled range of 

career options, from manufacturing 

to the health service, and the com-

puter games industry to the finance 

sector. Research shows that Physics       

graduates can expect to earn 

more on average than graduates in 

other disciplines. One former         

student gained a first class honours 

degree in Physics and is now         

involved in working on the            

technical development of            

submarines. 

Physics 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

100% exams. 

 A LEVEL 

   OCR 
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Psychology 

Assessment  

100% exams, 

Three exams,     

lasting two hours 

each. 

 

 A LEVEL 

   AQA 

Psychology is taught as a science. The A level has compulsory 

content covering social influence, memory, attachment,        

psychopathology, approaches in psychology, biopsychology, 

research methods and issues and debates in psychology.  

The optional content has three possible choices, where one from 

each option will be taught:   

 

Option 1 – Relationships, Gender, Cognition and Development; 

Option 2 – Schizophrenia, Eating Behaviour, Stress;  

Option 3 – Aggression, Forensic Psychology and Addiction.  

 

There is a mathematical element to both qualifications but at    

A level you will need skills at least at the standard of higher tier 

GCSE maths. You will learn from psychologists based at Oxford 

Brookes University how the subject is applied to the real world, 

and have the opportunity to take part in real life psychology   

experiments if you wish. 

 

 

 

 

Psychology is relevant to a variety of careers including            

marketing, industry, personnel, teaching, law, counselling and 

social work; or alternatively you can study the subject in more 

detail to become a forensic or sports psychologist,                   

neuropsychologist or clinical psychologist. 

WHERE TO NEXT?  
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This BTEC Level 3 Diploma in Performance and Exercise is         

equivalent to two A levels. We follow units in the following:        

physiology, anatomy psychology, field and laboratory—based   

fitness testing. Applied research methods, sports coaching for   

performance, specialised fitness training and sociocultural issue in 

sport. 

 

 

 

 

 

The course offers students the opportunity to enter the world of  

further/higher education or they may opt to enter the world of 

business through a job or apprenticeship. The course will equip  

students with the skills to succeed in which ever career pathway 

they may choose. There are extended opportunities to gain       

experience in coaching sport in the School and local primary 

schools which will support your university applications. There are 

also opportunities, through Reading FC, to study at university on a 

four year sandwich course— this include a year working of RFC, 

and employment prospects on successful completion. 

We visit Bath University to look at  physiological testing and         

develop an understanding of human physiology in action.  

Sport BTEC Performance  
and Exercise 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

Ten units—three 

units external 

online exam and 

seven units by    

assignment. 

 Vocational Level 3 

 Pearson (Edexcel) 
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Design & Technology:  
Product Design 

Assessment  

50% exam, 

50% project. 

 A LEVEL 

    AQA 

Good design is vital  to our world and to the economy. You 

should have a passion for creativity, problem solving and         

sustainable design. A level Design and Technology is a two year 

course where you will learn concepts and applications of design 

and technology. You will apply your new found knowledge to 

problem solving through the design process. 

 

In addition to a public exam, you will learn a range of processes, 

skills and techniques and then apply them creatively to a 

―design and make‖ project in year 2, solving problems for a     

client through and enterprising, problem solving design process. 

Your outcome can be graphics, architectural, electronic system 

or resistant materials based. Professionals will support student 

workshop and previous visitors have include a mobile phone   

designer, a leafing paper engineer and a RIBA architect. You 

may visit design museums in London, taking inspiration from a 

range of current British designers. Students help with and mentor 

STEM activities with lower year groups, including a 3 D printing 

club and a robotic control club.  

 

 

 

 

 

Career opportunities are extensive: they include graphic design, 

product design, interior design and a range of engineering roles. 

Former students have moved on to universities in the Russell 

Group or studies industrial design a Bournemouth, space      

technology at Surrey, and architecture at Liverpool. 
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WHERE TO NEXT?  

  

One in 12 jobs in the UK is currently directly or indirectly supported 

by tourism. The course provides a link between real life and        

education and it covers geography, business, marketing,           

customer service and life skills. The course is ideal for motivated 

self-starters who like to undertake individual projects. 

 

Six units are covered across two years. In year 12, three out of the 

four mandatory units are completed: Investigating the travel and 

tourism sector, the business of travel and tourism and The UK as a 

destination. 

 

In year 13, the remaining mandatory units of customer service in 

travel and tourism will be completed, along with Preparing for   

Employment in Travel and Tourism, and Long-haul Destinations 

 

There will be opportunities for field work in the UK in year 12, such 

as a day trip to key tourist destinations in Windsor. Year 13 will     

involve planning a long-haul trip. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BTEC Travel and Tourism is ideally suited to those wishing to pursue 

a career in the travel, leisure or customer service sectors. Having 

studied Travel and Tourism, students can go on to study the         

following at university: tourism management, business studies,   

public services, history and tourism and many more. Employment 

opportunities are also open in any customer-facing environment 

such as air cabin crew, events manager, chef, holiday rep, pilot 

interpreter, estate agent, business manager and so on.   

 

 

Travel and Tourism 

 

WHERE TO NEXT?  

Assessment  

Course             

specifications 

awaiting by       

approval of OCR 

 Vocational Level 3  
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Practical Information  

Student Parking. Applications for car parking can be made to 

the Head of Sixth Form (HoSF). We encourage students to use 

public transport whenever possible and to walk to school if they 

live nearby. 

Registration takes place at 08:45 daily 

Timetables are structured to make time for lessons, independent 

study periods and to encourage involvement in community 

schemes. Each subject will have 10 hours per subject timetable      

cycle. 

The Student Leadership Team is an elected body of students 

who undertake leadership, organisational and mentoring        

responsibilities. Sixth Form students are nominated, interviewed 

and elected. The team consists of a Head Boy and Head Girl 

and deputies 

UCAS Information. We have a dedicated UCAS room, available 

all year round; this well-stocked information resource  is the 

place to find the latest information about university courses,    

apprenticeship opportunities and careers advice. Forest 6 also 

extend carers support to years 12 and 13 through out school    

Careers Lead. 

Work Experience All Year 12 students undertake on week‘s work 

experience, usually in July.  Previous Skills Minister, Matthew     

Hancock said: “Work experience is vital for young people and      

employers It bridges the gap between school college and work, 

helps young people make decisions about their future and      

develops new skills.” 

Café@6 within the Forest 6 centre is open to sixth from students 

and staff daily; it is run by a group of volunteers.  

P
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Entrance Criteria 

Name of course Preferred level required 

Art & Design Level 6 in Art & Design 

Biology Level 5 in Maths and 6 Biology or Double Science 

Business Level 5 in Maths and English 

Chemistry Level 6 in Chemistry (Triple Science) or 6 6 (Double Science) and 6 in 
Mathematics 

Computing Level 6 in GCSE Computing (or relevant programming  experience) 6 
in Maths 

Technology Level 6 in Technology 

Drama & Theatre Studies Level 6 in English 

Economics Level 6 in Maths 

English Language and or English 
Literature 

Level 6 in English Language and English Literature 

Film Studies Level 6 in English Language. English Literature 

Geography Level 6 in Geography 

Languages Level 6 in French or Spanish 

Law Level 6 in English or 6 in History 

Mathematics and Further 
Mathematics 

Level 7 for A level Maths, level 8 for Further Maths. Proficiencies in 
numeracy and problem solving are also required.  

Music Level 6 in Music and grade 5 on an instrument or voice. 

Physical Education Level 6 in GCSE PE 

Physics Level 6 in Double Science and level 6 in Maths 

Psychology Level 6 in Maths and English Language 

Important dates     

Open evening:                     Thursday, 15th November 2018 

Application deadline: 3rd December 2018      

Interview dates:  Spring term 

Induction day:  To be confirmed 

 

For further information:        Contact Mrs Cooley via                                                                      

                                                forestsixth@forest.academy or ecooley@forest.academy 

 

School address:   The Forest School, Robin Hood Lane, Wokingham RG41 5NE 

    Tel: 0118 978 1626    Web: www.forest.wokingham.sch.uk 

Each course requires five GCSEs 9-5. However, some courses have specific entrance 

criteria requirements. Please see the information below when considering your          

application 
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With so many options open to our students, we are delighted that in 2018 100% of our  

student university applications were successful. Students have begun courses in        

Chemical Engineering, Television Production, Zoology, Discrete Mathematics to name 

but a few.   

UK Map illustrating just some of the possible university choices that students can           

consider.  

 

Source: http://static.studyin-uk.com/assets/images/uk-universities-map.jpg   
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Thursday, 15th November from 

5:30pm—8:30pm 

Book via www.forest.wokingham.sch.uk  

 

OPEN EVENING 


